MyChart – Opt Out of the COVID-19 Vaccine

Opt out of the COVID-19 vaccine wait list

Johns Hopkins Medicine (JHM) patients that meet COVID-19 vaccination criteria will see a banner in MyChart stating that you will be notified when you are able to schedule an appointment. You can opt out via MyChart of further notifications about the COVID-19 vaccine. If you do opt out, you can rejoin the wait list at a later date.

Try It Out

1. When logging into MyChart, you may see a banner letting you know you are on the wait list for the COVID-19 vaccine. If you would like to opt out of the JHM vaccine wait list, you can click the Opt Out button.
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2. This will take you to a questionnaire to opt out. Please complete the questionnaire and then click to Continue.
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If you choose Opt Out – Received elsewhere

A. You will be notified that you can change your decision at any time, then click Continue.
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B. You will be prompted to review your answers – click the **Pencil** icon to edit, if needed. Click **Submit** when done.
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C. You will be returned to the MyChart home screen. The COVID-19 vaccine banner will no longer appear on this page.

D. If you would like to opt back in to the wait list, you can click on the **Your Menu** button in the top toolbar, then scroll down to – or search for - **Questionnaires**.
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E. You are brought to a list of available questionnaires. Single-click on the **COVID-19 Vaccine OPT OUT Form**.
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F. Use the **Pencil** icon to edit your previous responses. Click **Submit** when done.
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G. You are returned to the MyChart home screen. The banner now appears and lets you know you are on the wait list for the COVID-19 vaccine.
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**If you choose Opt Out – Not Interested**

A. You will be notified that you can change your decision at any time, then click **Continue**.
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B. You will be prompted to review your answers – click the **Pencil** icon to edit, if needed. Click **Submit** when done.
C. You are returned to the MyChart home screen. The banner now alerts you that you can rejoin the wait list by clicking the Rejoin Wait List button.